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GPS Radio Hacking – What the Hell Time Is It?
Possibility of position, velocity, and also time spoofing of civil GPS is a well known implication of the
deliberately missing cryptographic protection of the L1 C/A satellite signal. Practical feasibility was
already demonstrated several times, so is there anything new? It is in the massive rise of softwaredefined radio (SDR) phenomenon, that will soon allow even script kiddies to download the exploit
code from the internet and let it run. Are you still sure where are you and what time is it? Does it
hold for your infrastructure, too? Countermeasures are uneasy, proper understanding is the key.

Radiohacking GPS – víme, která bije?
Možnost podvržení polohy, rychlosti a také času civilní GPS je známým důsledkem záměrné absence
kryptografické ochrany družicového signálu L1 C/A. Praktická schůdnost byla také už několikrát
prokázána, ergo co je zde nového? Jde o masivní nástup fenoménu softwarového rádia (SDR), které
brzy dovolí i hackerským zelenáčům stáhnout si útočný program z internetu a spustit ho. Stále jste si
jisti, kolik je hodin a kde jste? Platí to i o vaší infrastruktuře? Obrana je nesnadná, klíčem je
pochopení problému.
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1 Introduction
GPS receivers for position, velocity, and time (PVT) measurements based on the civil service known
as C/A (Coarse Acquisition) or L1 C/A [1], [8], [24], [37], [39], where L1 stands for the satellite
downlink frequency of 1575.42 MHz, are almost ubiquitous. They have also successfully found their
way into many IT systems where they help to establish the spacetime topology and synchronization
[8]. Many of these systems are also parts of many critical infrastructures [10], [40]. This is not
surprising, as this service seems to be a really marvellous gift coming to us from the sky in almost any
place on Earth. There is, however, a considerable pitfall in that this service is by no means as robust
and bullet-proof as we would like it to be [2], [10], [16], [17], [26], [31], [34], [35], [40], [41].
Before starting the main topic, three clarifications are apposite. First, we will often use the GNSS
(Global Navigation Satellite System[s]) shorthand when referring to general properties that are
common to most of the contemporary satellite navigation systems. Today, GNSS set includes mainly
the following instances [1]:
•

BeiDou-2 (former COMPASS) developed and maintained by China.

•

Galileo of the Europen Union being built by the European GNSS Agency (GSA) residing in
Prague.

•

GLONASS (Globalnaia Navigationnaia Sputnikovaia Sistema) designed and operated by
Russia.

•

NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) of the United States.

The second note is on the service(s) we are going to talk about. Basically any GNSS offers two kinds
of signal: open and reserved ones. In case of GPS, this division is classically made into the civil and
military signals. Despite not serving a united army force, the European Galileo [28] also has its
security enhanced flagship called Public Regulated Service (PRS) [1], [32]. However, it seems to be
nearly impossible to get any plausible public review of these services, their security goals, protections
that are effectively applied, and last but not least the end-user license policy. Their usage in civil
applications seems to be therefore very limited. This is, unfortunately, also true for the PRS of
Galileo, although ideas exist on how to theoretically overcome its restrictions [32]. Anyway, we will
focus solely on the open or civil GNSS services here.
Finally, please note this is meant to be a relatively quick overview of the GNSS/GPS hacking state of
the art to support the invited talk at IS2 2016. It has to be accessible to a broad audience, including
technical experts as well as chief security officers, so the style has to be concise and clear. The result
is a kind of author’s essay, rather than a comprehensive study. The interested reader is kindly
referred to the references, namely [1], [8], [24], [27], [37], [39] for GNSS theory and practice, and
[10] for a monography devoted to GNSS vulnerabilities and attacks. The practical experiments
touched here are detailed in author’s technical presentation [31] that can be also seen as a kind of
scholastic supplement to the recent practical hacking demonstrations [16] and [41].
The rest of this overview is organised as follows: In part two, we review the basic positioning
principles of GNSS/GPS. We then continue with the vulnerabilities and possible attacks on the L1 C/A
civil service in part three. Practical experiments [31] are then briefly noted in part four. In part five,
we discuss on how much of help we can expect from the Satellite-Based Augmentation System(s)
(SBAS) that are used, for instance, to elevate the L1 C/A service quality to conform with the increased
aviation safety demands. In part six, we review the basic countermeasure ideas, and we finally
conclude in part seven. In that part, the very recent GSA announcements on the emerging Galileo
Open Service security enhacements [53] is also discussed.
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2 GNSS/GPS Positioning and Timing Reviewed
Generally speaking, any GNSS consists of three major parts: the space, ground, and user segments.
The space segment consists of several (in case of GPS at least 24) operational satellites that
continuously broadcast their signal in space (SIS) towards the Earth [1], [24], [28]. The ground
segment is responsible for satellite maintenance, including periodical checking of the SIS quality and
uploading possible corrections to the respective space vehicles (SVs). The user segment encapsulates
all those particular client receivers that consume SIS broadcasted from the selected satellites to
compute user position, velocity, and time (PVT). In this paper, we are mainly interested in the SIS
properties [1], [12], [15], [24], [27] and processing [37].
The method behind GNSS positioning is called a triangulation. Having given the position (x1, y1, z1) of
one SV and the actual distance r1 in between this particular SV and the user, the receiver can deduce
that its spatial coordinates (xu, yu, zu) must be on a sphere satisfying
r1 = [(x1 – xu)2 + (y1 – yu)2 + (z1 – zu)2]1/2.
Having given one more SV distance r2 and position (x2, y2, z2), the receiver knows it must be on the
intersection of two such spheres which is a circle in the plane of the intersection satisfying
r1 = [(x1 – xu)2 + (y1 – yu)2 + (z1 – zu)2]1/2,
r2 = [(x2 – xu)2 + (y2 – yu)2 + (z2 – zu)2]1/2.
Third SV at distance r3 and position (x3, y3, z3) further reduces the possible user coordinates to at
most two points in the space satisfying the equations
r1 = [(x1 – xu)2 + (y1 – yu)2 + (z1 – zu)2]1/2,
r2 = [(x2 – xu)2 + (y2 – yu)2 + (z2 – zu)2]1/2,
r3 = [(x3 – xu)2 + (y3 – yu)2 + (z3 – zu)2]1/2.
This remaining uncertainty is of no problem most of the time, since one of these points can be
usually further eliminated basing on a contextual information, such as the receiver is supposed to be
on the Earth surface and the second point is then too high to be true.
In GNSS, however, we cannot measure the distances directly. Instead, we are looking at the delay in
between the SIS transmission from the respective SV (tsend) and its reception by the receiver (trecv).
Since the speed of light denoted c is finite and invariant, there is a known relation holding in free
space
ri = (ti,recv – ti,send)c.
The receiver’s clock is, however, not perfectly synchronized with the GNSS master time. Therefore,
we are not getting the true ranges ri this way, but a sort of pseudoranges denoted ρi instead. The
aforementioned equations are then in the form
ρi = (ti,recv + δ – ti,send)c = [(xi – xu)2 + (yi – yu)2 + (zi – zu)2]1/2 + Δu, 1 ≤ i ≤ N,
where Δu is the value of the distance error, introduced by the fact we are observing pseudoranges
instead of the direct true ranges, and N is the number of equations.
Seeing the positioning problem [37] this way, we can understand that instead of the three unknowns,
we have to recover also the fourth variable denoted Δu. Assuming there is no generally usable
dependence among these variables, it follows that instead of three equations we need at least four
of them. That means N ≥ 4, which in turn means we have to observe SIS for at least four satellites.
The good point is, however, that this way we are also implicitly getting the δ correction of the local
receiver clock with respect to the GNSS master time with a precision that is approaching the atomic
time [25] of the space segment (further supervised by the ground segment). Despite seeming as a byIS2 2016
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product, this is so valuable output that in many applications the particular GNSS service is solely used
for the precise timing purpose. In particular, the C/A service of GPS is the most widely used one here
[8].
According to the way we observe ti,send it is important to emphasize GNSS is generally not a pulsed
system. The time-sent information is continuously embedded into the SIS being generated by the
respective SV [1], [8], [15], [24], [27] and we are recovering the ti,send values by continuously
observing the respective SIS and maintaining a delayed replica clock for each SV. This procedure is
known as a satellite tracking and it is directly linked to the number of receiver channels available. The
receiver can track in parallel as many satellites as many channels it has.
Note also that we can in theory lower the number of equations, and so the satellites needed to be
tracked, by knowing some of those PVT variables a priori. For instance, if we know the receiver
position from another geoinformatical source, we can recover the precise timing signal by just a
single channel receiver and at least one strong SV in the sky view [8].
A simple illustration of the whole tracking process leading to position, velocity, and time estimation is
given in Figure 1. Please bear on mind the process of PVT computation [37] has been simplified here
considerably to exemplify the main principle. In practice, there are further SIS distortions the receiver
has to cope with, namely gravitational field perturbations affecting satellite orbits [25], ionospheric
and tropospheric phase shifts, local neighbourhood reflections etc. [24], [28]. Lot of the atmospheric
effects, for instance, are then much easier to correct provided we can observe their impact on signals
being transmitted on at least two different frequencies (not just L1 only). This is the reason why the
modernised GNSS services usually seek for an allocation of multiple frequencies for their SIS and
declare this as one of their key benefits [1], [12], [28].

Figure 1: GNSS tracking loop showing the role of replica clocks derived from the satellite signals.
In Figure 1, there also is the antenna phase center indicated [1], [8], [20], [23]. For those who ever
wondered of what place is the position, velocity, and time relevant to, this is the answer. It is an
apparent spot at or close to the antenna where the incident electromagnetic wave seems to get
converted to the electrical antenna current. So, for example, if we would have an antenna at the roof
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top connected with a processing device several floors below the roof, the PVT computation would be
still valid with respect to a spot at the antenna on the roof. Antennas designed for precise PVT
measurements have their phase center(s) (as it may vary with the angle of the wave arrival) marked
in their data sheets.

3 GPS L1 C/A Vulnerabilities and Attacks
On one hand, we can hardly call the GPS L1 C/A service vulnerabilities a “discovery”, since there was
never any kind of a robust protection seriously considered [1], [24]. Perhaps, there was some hope
that the attacks would not be easy to carry out [40], but that was apparently all. For those who
required a better protection (and were also among the selected ones), there was the military-grade
service developed. Unfortunately, practically all GNSS, including the modernised GPS services [1],
continue with this “cold war” viewpoint, which is an obvious misconception nowadays [10].
The main reason why we shall also consider the GNSS civil services protection seriously, now can be
called a software-defined radio (SDR) [13], [19], [36]. Generally speaking, this is a universal
radioelectronic device that allows almost complete redesign of its signal processing parts by just
loading the appropriate firmware. When it comes to hacking, we can tell that what used to be a
question of deep radio understanding [30] together with a practical HW skill [33], is now becoming a
question of a few off-the-shelf components [31], [36], [43], a basic course in DSP (Digital Signal
Processing) [21], [22], and widespread SW frameworks [13], [36].
It is important to understand that the core of a contemporary radio attack is not the universal HW
itself [49], but the software realizing the signal processing flow-graph [17], [50]. Being written just
once, this piece of software can be then shared, downloaded, and executed all around the world very
easily. Just like any other so-called exploit code, as we know them from computer security everyday
practice very well. The practical experiments noted below fully support this argument [31].
So, what can the attacker do, having been equipped with the right SDR and having loaded the right
exploit SW into it? The basic classification of GNSS attacks is as follows [10]:
•

jamming,

•

meaconing (record & replay),

•

spoofing.

Jamming attack is basically a DoS (Denial of Service) that is illustrated in Figure 2. It seems like a
trivial attack, but it can be really demanding, provided the attacker aims for a broad and reliable
effect without being easily identified due to a big power transmission. Not surprisingly, several
involved jamming strategies have been developed [10], [15].
Due to the ubiquitous implementation of GNSS receivers in our modern IT infrastructure, the
jamming attack can have rather devastating consequences, nowadays. It seems like the developers
had the assumption that unless there is the end of the world, the GPS L1 C/A service in particular
must be always available. Several interesting real-life incidents are assembled in [10] illustrating the
general public services practically collapsed after the GPS signal was jammed. This shall be fully
reflected in our future risk analyses.
The jamming threat is even more emphasized by the fact it seems to be a radio-based attack on
GNSS that can hardly be prevented by a cryptographic signal processing only [10] which otherwise is
clearly a preferred approach (cf. the discussion below). Therefore, even in the case of military-grade
signals, there is always a place for purely radio-oriented countermeasures, including the use of smart
antennas [20], [23].
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Figure 2: Denial of Service by the original satellite signal jamming.
Another attack on GNSS is the meaconing illustrated in Figure 3, which is basically another name for
the record & replay attack. The record phase starts similarly to an ordinary receiver signal processing
flow-graph. Instead of processing the RF signal samples towards getting PVT, however, the attacker
just only records these samples to a suitable medium. During the replay phase, they use the captured
samples as a source for the quadrature modulation [22] of a regenerated L1 carrier that is in turn
transmitted towards the victim’s receiver. That receiver then can see the fake signal like it was
coming from the original satellites.
A simple variant of the meaconing attack can, instead of offline storing, transfer the original samples
over e.g. internet to some other place and replay them in almost real time there. This way, we can
instantly “move” the remote sensor to the place of our receiving antenna.

Figure 3: Meaconing (record & replay) attack on GNSS.
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The third kind of attacks on GNSS, called spoofing, is illustrated in Figure 4. This time the fake signal is
not based on a simple recording, but it is created synthetically instead. In particular, Figure 4 shows a
robust way on how to generate the spoofing signal from scratch that is able to naturally mimic the
physical properties of the original signal, namely a smooth Doppler shift [24], [28]. We use the PVT
values as an input and according to the equations mentioned in part two we derive the expected
values of the replica clocks dials together with their expected tick speed. Then we use the dial values
as phase variables for the fake signal synthesis that is then modulated on the L1 carrier and
transmitted.
It shall be understood that both meaconing and spoofing attacks can be in fact carried out by
practically any GNSS radio debugging tool. Actually, it took a surprisingly long time till people
recognized that these development simulators and testers, being equipped with a simple output
power amplifier and antenna, can be also used for a real attack [40]. On the other hand, there are,
however, reasons on why to develop a new line of these tools in parallel. The first is these
“superprofessional” tools seem to be often somehow overpriced for the purpose we need them,
while at the same time lacking security relevant functions such as, for instance, navigation data
fuzzing modules to search for receiver firmware vulnerabilities and exploits [26]. It is questionable
whether these functions would otherwise be ever implemented into those professional,
development-style black boxes. According to author’s own experience, their manufacturers do not
seem to appreciate the potential of GNSS security research too much, as, for instance, a security
conference review was unfortunately (as the device was really interesting) not enough to qualify for
a “free” 14-day trial test period of one of them.

Figure 4: GNSS spoofing attack based on a synthetic signal generation
by the tracking reversal process.
The simple attack classification noted here can be further subdivided based on, for instance, what
are the requirements on the targeted receiver. Some of them may require a cold start, while
sometimes a warm start (by remembering the last PVT and satellite positions) is enough. There are
even attacks that can hijack the receiver while it is actively tracking the original SIS [17]. This usually
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requires the spoofing devices to also track and estimate the original SIS and carefully blend its own
fake signal with it. We can take the SCER (Security Code Estimation and Replay Attack) as an example
[10], [51]. Another subdivision can be based on the amount of independent transmitters the attacker
can use to improve the spatial diversity of the fake signal and so to bypass spatial diversity
countermeasures [38].

4 Practical Experiments
The low-cost, simplistic meaconing and spoofing attacks were successfully verified on GPS L1 C/A in a
rather simplistic setup. Details allowing objective replication of these experiments are given in [31].
As the SDR platform, we have used USRP N210 [49] with the UBX-40 daughterboard [48]. For the
meaconing experiment, we also used a custom based front-end in between the active GPS antenna
and the UBX-40 daughterboard that was, however, based solely on off-the-shelf components [43]. Its
purpose was to carefully amplify the very weak GNSS signals without introducing too much additive
noise [11] over the level inevitably captured by the antenna [20].
To verify the fake signal, we used a state-of-the-art GNSS receiver uBlox NEO-M8N installed as a USB
component peripheral on a development breakout board, which is still an off-the-shelf product [44],
[45]. After a proper attenuation and DC current blocking in between UBX-40 output port and the
GNSS receiver input, we used a direct coaxial cable connection in between these two components.
This way we could avoid any direct fake signal emanation, which is clearly more than desirable. The
detailed report [31] also shows how to really transmit the forged signal, but this is just for the sake of
completeness and we can by no means recommend this.
Data from the uBlox receiver were processed and presented via uCenter [46], [47], which is a free of
charge development SW running on practically any reasonable platform equipped with MS Windows
Vista or higher. uCenter dashboard example is shown in Figure 5 below.
Despite there being professional (and still somehow overpriced) SW tools for GNSS/GPS signal
manipulation, we stayed with a very modest setup here to exemplify our argument of the massive
attacks threat accelerated by the SDR phenomenon. In particular, for the meaconing (record &
replay)
attack
experiment,
we
employed
the
rx_samples_to_file
and
tx_samples_from_file example codes that are installed together with the N210 device driver
(USRP Hardware Driver – UHD) source tree. Details of their invocation are given in [31].
For the preparation of the fake signal used in the spoofing attack, we used a simple but very handy
open source project GPS-SDR-SIM by Takuji Ebinuma et alia [50]. The core is a C module that is easy
to compile almost everywhere, where we have the OpenMP framework for shared-memory parallel
programming (open source code, not specific to GNSS). This utility prepares the simulated GPS L1
C/A signal as an offline file with its quadrature (complex) envelope samples [22]. The final
transmission step is then, therefore, de facto the same as in the meaconing attack experiment. Since
it uses a different data precision, however, tx_samples_from_file should be edited slightly.
This would be really easy, but since GPS-SDR-SIM comes with its own “player” code [50], we have
stayed with that. In particular, this player is a Python code that creates a simple flow-graph based on
the GNU Radio framework [13]. This is again an open source project serving as the platform of first
choice for many academic projects. All the details necessary for an independent verification of these
experiments are given in [31].

5 SBAS to the Rescue?
Even without intentional attacks, the civil GPS C/A service is not as reliable as necessary to be directly
and solely usable in safety-critical applications such as flight security. Services known as SatelliteBased Augmentation System [1], [28] have been devised to constantly monitor the integrity of C/A
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and report its safety status together with possible differential GPS (DGPS) correction parameters via
geostationary satellites. To be easily accessible for simple receivers, the signals coming from these
auxiliary satellites are also transmitted on L1 with almost the same CDMA [15] scheme. They differ in
the data modulation speed and payload [1], but this is relatively easy to handle in the receiver.
In particular, the Europe is practically covered with SBAS named EGNOS (European Geostationary
Navigation Overlay System) that is also operated by GSA [28]. Contrary to Galileo, however, this
system is in the production grade version, now, being enjoyed by many civil pilots landing on the old
continent.
Provided SBAS is such a wonderful safety system built around the C/A service, it is natural to ask
whether it is also a countermeasure against the attacks discussed above. To understand the answer,
it is important to see that SBAS provides a safety assurance based on SIS observed by its reference
monitoring stations. It cannot check the local reception of the (possibly) fake signal being received by
the individual users. It is oriented to measure and evaluate the quality of the original SIS as it is being
transmitted by the original satellites globally. Therefore, a reception of local invalid signals
transmitted by anybody else is not addressed by today’s SBAS [1]. So, the answer is unfortunately no,
it cannot prevent the attacks discussed here.
To practically demonstrate this, we present the Figure 5 that shows a dashboard of the reference
GNSS receiver used in our meaconing attack experiment. Since there was also an EGNOS satellite in
the sky view during the original SIS recording phase and since the EGNOS (as any other SBAS)
produces RF signal that is highly compatible with L1 C/A, that augmentation signal had been
recorded as well. In Figure 5, we can see the EGNOS channel was successfully recognized and
employed by the receiver during the replay phase of our demo attack. So, as a kind of by-product, we
also have a working example of the EGNOS replay attack here. Actually, we see a classical example of
false sense of security as the receiver dashboard shows the EGNOS signal has been applied to get a
DGPS (Differential GPS) precision grade [1], [24], [37] thereby suggesting everything should be more
than fine.

Figure 5: Successful meaconing attack on GPS L1 C/A that also covers the EGNOS signal.
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6 Countermeasures
Actual and comprehensive review of countermeasures can be found in monography [10] as well the
references noted there, cf. also [18], [23], [38]. Despite exposing the label “interference” in its title, it
also covers jamming, meaconing, and spoofing as a special kind of man-made intentional
interferences. Many classifications are also noted there, however, we will use a very simple threecategory scheme for our purpose here:
•

countermeasures that also improve SIS definition,

•

methods based on receiver radio signal processing only,

•

PVT postprocessing verifications.

Note we are still talking about the civil GNSS services, as these are the only ones that are granted for
general IT companies. If we understand cryptography as the science bringing information protection
constructions based on rigorous mathematical or physical arguments, then we have to clearly admit
that cryptography shall be applied to SIS processing if we really want to get a robust GNSS security
[10], [14], [51], [52]. That in turns means the first countermeasures category is the one that shall be
preferred, so we pay a higher attention to it here. Truly, this is the case of e.g. military GPS signals.
Unfortunately, the only “protection” explicitly noted, for instance, in the actual definition of the
emerging Galileo Open Service SIS [12], besides a convolutional forward error correction (FEC) code,
is a simple CRC. Interestingly, the sole inclusion of FEC with a binary interleaving [12] can actually
work as a “spoofing obstacle”, but this is more or less a by-product of the receiver hijacking problem
[17] and it is clearly no protection against direct meaconing or synthetic signal spoofing. On the other
hand, the interleaved FEC can also potentially even help the attacker with the SCER attack [10],
provided the detector [52] was not tailored properly to its presence by reflecting its impact on the
processing flow-graph together with the residual attacker’s security code estimator advantage [51].
That said FEC incorporation is a tricky part deserving certain attention.
As we have the open signals without any cryptographic protection, now (hopefully, this will change),
we have to focus on the remaining two categories. Anyway, it should be emphasized that even with a
cryptographic protection in place, its verification needs to be understood as a probabilistic problem
[51] to be able to defeat SCER-like attacks [10]. Instead of a simple yes-no algebraic algorithm, we
need a statistical signal detector that allows us to distinguish between the original and fake signals
[52]. It follows we still need some radio signal processing techniques to help us. This is especially true
when coping with jamming. A question may arise on how far the cryptography is useful at all,
provided it is hardly enough in itself. In this light, we shall see the cryptographic protection of SIS as a
significant enabling factor that allows us to design and use much more powerful attack detection
techniques than what remains when no cryptography was employed.
To that end, the cryptographic protection goals shall be precisely stated and the cryptosystem shall
be then carefully tailored to the RF signal processing needs. We emphasize again, this is not only to
achieve certain efficiency, but mainly to fulfil those security goals at all. As an example, we may
consider the well-known method of “codeless” tracking that has been developed to gain some
information from the military GPS signal that is in turn used to get rid of the effects like the
ionospheric distortion [42]. At least, this is how it is known in the satellite navigation community.
Practically the same article could had been, however, issued in proceedings on cryptology as a
successful partial cryptanalysis of the military GPS scheme! This illustrates nicely that designing a
broadcast radio signal protection is not as easy as solving a simple general data encryption exercise.
We need to work with the low-level signal properties to fully understand on how to really achieve
our security goals [51].
Anyway, the radio signal processing tries to identify both intentional as well as unintentional
interferences basing on statistical properties of the RF samples being processed [10], [15], [52]. As
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the computational power of receiver controllers grows up, more and more involved methods can be
used. Unfortunately, regarding the intentional interference (jamming, meaconing, and spoofing), no
provable or at least universal purely radioelectronical countermeasure has been found and it does
not seem there is something like that on the horizon [10].
PVT postprocessing addresses these problems from a different perspective. Instead of trying to get
error-free receiver output, it combines the respective contributions of several independent PVT
measurement technologies and devices. This way we can, for instance, combine the GPS service with
GLONASS (or Galileo in the near future) or with inertial sensors like accelerometers, gyroscopes,
barometers, etc., to be able to mutually cross-check the individual results. Mathematically speaking,
this combination is typically based on the statistical Kalman filtering theory [27], [37].
In summary, the only rigorous approach to meaconing and spoofing, however, remains via
cryptography. Anything else can be seen like a cat-and-mouse game or the virus-antivirus fight. Once
we take the current best spoofer, for instance, we can look at its signal artefacts and design our
detector to go especially after them [10]. The spoofing device author, however, can learn this, tweak
their device a little bit and our detector falls short. And the whole story repeats again, and again…

7 Conclusion
The possibility of easy jamming, meaconing, and spoofing attacks, thereby of the free manipulation
with the receiver apparent position, velocity, and time, is a long overlooked problem of practically
any open GNSS service. The most popular target seems to be the widespread GPS L1 C/A signal. Any
other unprotected GNSS service can, however, follow soon, including the emerging Galileo Open
Service [12]. Furthermore, this is all getting accelerated by the software-defined radio paradigm that
has successfully established its place in many hacker arsenal toolboxes [16], [41]. Since SDR allows a
variant of the “write once, run anywhere” approach, we can expect even so-called “script kiddies”
will be soon able to play with GNSS attacks all around the world.
One may argue this is not a discovery, since a robust protection of the civil services was never
seriously considered. However, this is right the point that needs to be radically revised, now as the
threat model has clearly changed. We can see the public GNSS hacking and security research papers
mainly as an appeal on designers of these services, as well as a clear warning to its application
engineers to be careful with what they trust to.
As the cold war era is over and the civil sector plays important role in the critical infrastructure today,
it is right the civil service that deserves a robust security protection, now. Designing a new service
such as the Galileo Open Service without any solid cryptographic protection would be actually
bringing up a new system that is by-design broken. We can hardly agree with the position like that
civil applications do not deserve an accessible and robust protection of their GNSS signals. On one
hand, it is understood that services such as Galileo Public Regulated Service (PRS) should exist. Their
role shall be, however, mainly seen in the possibility to temporarily (!) restrict the access to the GNSS
service in time of war, severe terrorist attacks, dramatic regional destabilization, etc. They can also
broadcast some additional data that can be used for investigation, international police coordination,
natural disaster recovery, and so on. Their role is, however, by no means in distinguishing the usable
(i.e. protected and safe) GNSS services from the unusable (i.e. unprotected and unsafe) ones.
Interestingly, in the time of finishing this manuscript, GSA announced it will provide the Navigation
Message Authentication (NMA) protection [10], [52] right with the Galileo Open Service signal as of
2018 [53]. Cryptographically speaking, NMA allows the navigation data origin authentication by a
form of a digital signature or message authentication code (MAC). As any such protection embedded
into a broadcast data, in itself, it can only protect against a very harsh meaconing or a totally
synthetic signal spoofing, but it usually fails against a bit more clever variants of these attacks. To be
robust and useful, it needs to be made in a form of a statistical signal detector allowing to distinguish
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also the relevant SCER variants [10], [51], [52], as we have discussed it in part six above. This all
needs to be detailed in the new SIS definition to fairly get all the receiver manufacturers to the same
ground, as we clearly cannot assume all users will check the particular implementations by
themselves to see whether they are vulnerable or not. Since it is actually less than two years to the
planned start of this new Open Service version and the SIS definition remains practically intact [12],
this all brings more questions than answers. This is somehow unfortunate, as such an unprecedented
(with respect to the rest of the GNSS world) step would otherwise deserve clear ovations.
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